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This research provides information about social networks and word-of-mouth referrals 

within a confined group.  The research examines what influences recommendations from other 

network members has on others within the network to try a new product.  The hypothesis of this 

research is that social network variables will better explain the change in a subject’s willingness 

to try a new product.  The data was collected with a web-based survey on two social groups of 

college-aged students.  The survey is comprised of questions on a person’s willingness to try a 

new product without previous marketing and then inquires about their relationship with other 

members in the same social group. Finally, the survey asks if a subject would be more willing to 

try a product based on a recommendation by someone in their social dynamic. Prior research on 

this topic lacks findings that include both anthropologic and economic results in a concurrent 

study; the combination of the two fields provides deeper insight into consumer behavior.  The 

research at hand is unique in the fact that it is a new combination of two much researched fields.  

The research is trying to test whether there is a relationship between trust and a subject’s 

willingness to try a new product based on word-of-mouth referral. 



 

CHAPTER 1 
DIFFUSION OF INNOVATION 

Introduction 

Out of all the new food products brought to the retail shelf every year very few succeed.  

The failure rate of new food products is 70 to 80%.  A new product introduction cost for grocery 

stores averages approximately $270 each.  Each year retail grocery stores spend an average of 

$956,800 to introduce new items that will likely fail (Frozen Food Digest, 1997). 

There are many things that influence a consumer’s willingness to adopt1 a new food 

product, including recommendations made by friends and family; demographic characteristics; 

and a person’s own curiosity and innovativeness.  A person’s innovativeness is something 

developed over the life span and there are different levels to one’s adoptive behavior of new 

products.  The different levels of innovativeness are broken into five categories: innovators; early 

adopters; early majority; late majority; and laggards.  Not only can levels of innovativeness vary 

among individuals, but for each individual, the level of innovativeness may vary depending on 

the type of product.  “Relative advantage is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as 

being better than the idea it supersedes” (Rogers, 2003).  That is the idea of economic 

profitability, consumers may be more conscious of the decision to adopt a new product or 

technology when a significant cost is involved; on the other hand when the product is 

inexpensive they may be willing to try the product early on.  “When the price of a new product 

decreases so dramatically during its diffusion process, a rapid rate of adoption is 

encouraged”(Rogers, 2003). 

Recommendations from family and friends also have been shown to influence a 

consumer’s adoptiveness.  These recommendations from people within a consumer’s social 

                                                 
1 Adopt is defined as regular use of food product. 
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network give the consumer guidance and reassurance that someone they trust believes they will 

enjoy the product.  Family and friends play a large role in decisions with which everyone is 

faced; therefore it is no surprise that they trust and value the opinions of these members.  

Consumers receive influences from many different directions; some examples would be family, 

groups, church, and peers.  The vast number of groups that consumers belong to also plays a role 

in their willingness to adopt new ideas.  A group can easily influence members to try and explore 

new products. Within these groups trust between members plays a role in whether or not a 

consumer would be willing to adopt the new product another peer would recommend.  Trust is 

seen in social situations throughout a consumers network of people; consumers must value and 

trust the opinions of peers otherwise why would they accept recommendations from said peers.  

A consumer’s social network, trust, and willingness to try2 new things all play a role in their 

adoptive behavior of new products. 

There are also five defined classes of social behavior for when a person adopts new 

products such as innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards.  The 

classes of social behavior are based on a bell shaped curve widely publicized by Everett Rogers.  

The curve is broken into five different categories, the first of which is innovators.  Innovators can 

be described as people on the cutting edge of technology (Orr, 2003).  The implementation and 

confirmation of the new product by innovators plays a large role in the early adopter’s decision 

to adopt.  Early adopter’s use the information gathered by their predecessors; if they observe that 

the information has been effective they are encouraged to adopt (Orr, 2003).  Within the category 

of early adopters are found the opinion leaders.  Opinion leaders are perceived by others to make 

informed decisions.  The early majority follows suit with the opinion leaders of the early 

                                                 
2 Try is defined as willingness to consume new or different products. 
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adopters group.  The early majority is considered conformity-loving and will follow suit based 

on the previous trends of the early adopters (Orr, 2003).  Therefore if the opinion leaders among 

the early adopters adopt a product and recommend it, the early majority is likely to follow suit.  

The late majority and the laggards are considered either very traditional or isolated in their social 

system.  If they are traditional they a skeptical of how this new product will affect old traditions 

and if they are isolates their lack of social awareness decreases the awareness of social benefits 

(Orr, 2003).  Innovation is assured through a social process, marked by an opinion leader’s 

adoption.  The well informed leaders are able to communicate their approval or disapproval of 

the product and their opinion is conveyed to the masses.  This shows that opinion leaders are an 

important subset of the social system and recommendations are taken into account by consumers. 

Related to this concept is the concept of social networks.  Social networks are referred to 

as groups of individuals that share a common space and interact on a regular basis with each 

other.  Within a network of people trust plays a role with member’s attitudes towards people.  

Social networks and their members have been shown to influence member’s willingness to try 

new things. Trust likely plays a role in member’s willingness to accept recommendations from 

others.  If a member has a low level of trust the member may be less likely to adopt the new 

product; or if the trust is high the member may be willing to try it immediately.  Trust has 

multiple definitions, such as: assured reliance on the character, ability, strength, or truth of 

someone or something, in which confidence is placed, dependence on something future or 

contingent, a charge or duty imposed in faith or confidence or as a condition of some relationship 

(Merriam-Webster, 2008). The definition that will be relevant to the research at hand someone in 

which confidence is placed; therefore when the word trust is used this is meaning the paper is 

referring to. 
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Word-of-mouth communication is one of the most widely accepted notions in consumer 

behavior and plays an important role in shaping consumers’ attitudes (Reingen & Brown, 1987). 

Word of mouth is the interaction between people on an interpersonal level.  The relationship 

between social structure and influence needs to be examined further.  Reingen and Brown also 

suggest that network analysis has been developed into a powerful method for investigating 

linkages between micro and macro level processes. 

Our goal was to combine methods commonly used in both anthropology and economics to 

establish the variables that affect consumers’ willingness to try new products based on word-of-

mouth referrals.  By defining the influencing factors of a social network, this research attempts to 

isolate the variables that will affect consumers’ willingness to try new products based on word of 

mouth referrals. 

Researchable Problem 

The goal of this thesis is to answer the question, “what influences consumers’ willingness 

to try new food products, including the impact of word-of-mouth referrals?”  This question was 

addressed empirically by establishing factors affecting consumers’ product adoption, including 

social network variables.  Attributes of different groups throughout the University of Florida will 

be studied in a social network framework to determine what influences a subject’s likelihood to 

respond to word-of-mouth referrals in regard to trying new food products.  Variables that will be 

used to determine the impact of the referral will include trust, a subject’s own adoptiveness, and 

the strength associated between subjects within the social network.  The main hypothesis that 

will be tested is that social network variables will increase the ability to correctly predict a 

subject’s willingness to listen to recommendations from fellow subjects.  The general focus of 

the equations developed for this research is as follows: 
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H1: Difference= ƒ (knowledge, age, gender, primary shopper, variables describing the 

recommender’s place within a network; variables describing the referrer’s place in the network)  

H2: Difference= ƒ (knowledge, age, gender, primary shopper) 

Where difference is equal to the difference in willingness to try a new food product before and 

after a recommendation. 

 



 

CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

Word-of-mouth communication is one of the most widely accepted notions in consumer 

behavior and plays an important role in shaping consumers’ attitudes (Reingen, & Brown, 1987).  

The purpose of Reingen and Brown’s study was to examine from an interpersonal network 

perspective, the roles that tie-strength and homophily may play in macro and micro word of 

mouth processes.  In their study, they tested nine different hypotheses to study the strength of 

weak and strong ties.  The study was conducted on a “who told whom” network of information 

traced out for three piano teachers.  None of the teachers used formal marketing techniques for 

their services; instead they relied on positive word of mouth to generate market transactions.  

Reingen and Brown found that without formal marketing techniques in place the piano teachers 

were receiving enough word of mouth advertising or praise that a formal technique was not 

necessary.  To conclude Reingen and Brown suggest that network analysis has been developed 

into a powerful method for investigating linkages between micro and macro level processes.  

Going further they indicate the relationship between social structure and word of mouth 

influence needs to be more closely examined by including more complex measurement of social 

structure (Reingen, & Brown, 1987). 

Reingen and Kernan (1986) studied a service marketer: a piano tuner who did not engage 

in any formal marketing communication.  There were two phases to the study.  The first 

identified the referral network, and the second produced data on the social network.  The 

hypothesis of this study was confirmed that the actor’s potential sources of referral, the stronger 

the tie, the more likely it is to be activated for the flow of referral (Reingen & Kernan, 1986).  

The stepwise logistic regression analysis revealed that for both data sets the greater the 

importance attached to a social relation the more likely it was to be activated for a referral within 
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groups (Reingen & Kernan, 1986).  Reingen and Kernan (1986) also found that consumers with 

multiple potential sources for referral were more likely to be activated if the referral came from a 

source with a significant tie. 

Shaw (1965) also suggested that product adoption can, in many cases, be fueled by 

communication between “tastemakers/ innovators” and a lower status group.  Shaw points out 

the fact that the flow of communication is a two way street; thus a new product or service might 

be adopted initially by tastemakers/ innovators.  Therefore the presence of innovators in the 

small informal groups is an important factor for early product development.  This is supported by 

studies from other anthropologists and sociologists who show the rate of adoption by upper class 

respondents was more conservative or slower than the rate by lower class respondents in 

adopting a television (Shaw, 1965).  The crucial question Shaw tried to answer was: who are 

these influential individuals and how does marketing research locate them?  Shaw also suggested 

that initial adoption of a product could start at the top, middle or lower rungs of society; he 

measured class mobility as how many friends the individual had in different walks of life (1965). 

Udry and Conley (2004) examined social networks among farmers within four villages in 

developing Ghana.  Within each village 60 married couples were chosen, and interviewed 15 

times during the course of two years.  The study explores determinates of the particular 

economic networks.  Udry and Conley use a method of analysis for sample size that is fixed 

across sample villages. That is, the probability of observing any link in village V is (S/N)2.  The 

sampling is based on villages and captures only links between villages.  Development was 

shaped by networks of information being passed from one household to the next and some 

information would make it to the marketplace where it was spread through other villages.  Udry 

and Conley discuss that their findings exemplify how economic development is being shaped by 
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networks of information, capital and influence in these communities.  These authors also discuss 

that the data of social networks is ‘egocentric’; the links between individuals is very 

informational among the connections through networks.  This demonstrates that all social 

networks are composed of subgroups; each individual within the network has clusters throughout 

their own social network. 

Coleman et al. (1957) provided findings of communication within a social network when 

they take a group of physicians and the social structure through which they are linked.  This 

study is one of the few that attempts to examine the relationship between networks and their 

members.  In their study, Coleman et al. designed a method of survey research involving 

structured interviews with a sample of physicians.  However, they encountered a problem in that 

the survey needed to treat individuals as independent units of observation.  This was corrected 

for by asking each doctor three sociometric questions that were used to establish links within the 

medical community.  Coleman et al. did this to assure that each doctor named by other doctors 

was included within the sample.  The results were that even stronger relations were found 

between doctors when they turned to social influences.  This showed that the highly integrated 

doctors seemed to have learned from one another while the less integrated learned from outside 

sources such as trade publications and medical journals.  Coleman et al.’s findings support the 

hypothesis that social network variables play a role in an actor’s willingness to listen to product 

recommendations. 

Reingen et al. (1984) suggested that students of consumer behavior focused on social 

influence to determine consumer brand choices.  Reingen et al. (1984) used an example of a 

sorority to demonstrate that brand congruence is influenced by relationships within social 

networks.  Reingen’s study focused on 49 members of a sorority at a Southwestern university in 
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which 75.5 % of the subjects lived in the sorority house.  Subjects filled out a self-administered 

questionnaire at one of the monthly meetings (a controlled environment because nonmembers are 

not allowed at these meetings).  Subjects were asked to list the name of the brand they use for 

hygiene products and the brand they prefer.  Reingen’s study showed us the influence consumers 

have on others within a group when exhibiting brand consumption for products that were likely 

visible in at least one social relationship.  There were significant findings for “private” products 

such as shampoo and toothpaste (Reingen et al., 1984), however, there were no statistically 

significant findings for public products (such as clothing and watches).  This is the opposite of 

what previous literature suggests.  “Overall the results of this study strongly suggest that brand 

congruence depends heavily on a complex mix of type of product, type of social relation, and 

type of social structural unit” (Reingen et al., 1984). 

Doriean (2003) discussed how the core simulation model implements two social processes: 

the group process determines clusters of actors that minimize total group imbalances, and the 

simulated actors use social knowledge about cluster membership to make social choices that 

minimize their individual social imbalances.  Actors are independent beings within a group, and 

therefore make their own decision based on the ties they have with other actors.  The simulation 

completed by Doriean suggests that though initial contentiousness is relevant, the modes of 

communication are important for balance theoretic dynamics. 

Fisher and Price (1992) used a different model in their research to explain that social 

factors are likely to mediate the effects of advertising and other marketing strategy variables on 

consumers’ adoption decisions.  The personal component of the model comprises an individual’s 

belief that engaging in a behavior leads to salient personal outcomes and an evaluation of these 

outcomes (Fisher & Price, 1992).  The normative component of the model comprises beliefs 
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about the likelihood and importance of the social consequences of undertaking a behavior.  They 

conclude that “the study provides evidence that perceptions of consumption visibility and 

expectations of social approval can vary widely for a single product” (Fisher & Price, 1992). 

Busken (1998) discussed that the level of a buyer’s trust is higher if he talks to buyers who 

talk to many other buyers, because the message will spread at a much higher rate in the network 

assuming that people keep on spreading the message.  Busken (1998) also discusses findings 

from previous studies such as Coleman’s diffusion of innovation and Granovetter’s (1983) 

established result that the level of trust that can be placed is higher if the network has a higher 

density. 

There are many articles discussing word-of-mouth referrals and many articles discussing 

social networks, although there are no studies or articles published with the extensive insight of 

the two combined.  The question that has not yet been answered is one which helps to define 

which variables within social networks influence a consumer’s willingness to try a new product 

based upon the referral of an actor within a social network. 

 



 

CHAPTER 3 
THEORY 

Product Adoption 

Product adoption occurs in stages, with consumers first going through a decision making 

process.  One of the beginning steps in product adoption is product knowledge.  “Product 

knowledge refers to the amount of information a consumer has stored in his or her memory about 

particular product classes, product forms, brands, models and ways to purchase them (Peter & 

Donnelly, 2003).  The initial level of product knowledge may influence how much information is 

attained when deciding to make a purchase (Peter & Donnelly, 2003).  The second stage, the 

decision stage occurs when a person decides to adopt the new technology.  The implementation 

stage occurs when a consumer puts the innovation to use (Rogers, 2003).  Until this point, the 

innovation decision was simply a mental exercise.  The confirmation or post-purchase evaluation 

stage follows the implementation stage.  The innovation decision process theory which states that 

innovation diffusion is a process that happens over time through five different stages: 

knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation and confirmation.  The knowledge stage is 

where a person gathers the information needed about a new technology to help the decision 

process.  Persuasion is where the person is influenced by early adopters. 

The diffusion of innovation is a marketing concept that was developed by Everett Rogers.  

It is described as a process by which an innovation is communicated through channels over time.  

The diffusion of innovation theorized that innovations would spread through society in a bell 

shaped curve (Rogers, 1962). 

“The adoption of an innovation usually follows a normal bell-shaped curve (Figure 3-1) 

when plotted over time on a frequency basis” (Rogers, 2003).  “If the cumulative number of 

adopters is plotted, the result is an S shaped curve (Figure 3-2.)” (Rogers, 2003). 
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According to the theory of innovation, this S-curve representing product adoption can be 

divided into five different sections.  These five sections are: innovators, early adopters, early 

majority, late majority, and laggards.  This is created by the fact that people adopt the innovation 

at different rates.  The rate at which people adopt is represented by the bell-shaped curve see 

Figure 3-1., which can also be broken into five categories: innovators; early adopters; early 

majority; late majority; and laggards.  Different classes of consumers tend to gather information 

from earlier classes that adopt a new technology.  The information gathered aids in the decision 

making process.  “In general consumers recognize a need for a product, search for information 

about alternatives to meet the need, evaluate the information, make purchases, and evaluate the 

decision after the purchase”(Peter & Donnelly, 2003). 

Putting these curves together, one can see that the innovators and the early adopters select 

the innovation first, followed by the majority and finally the laggards, until a technology is 

common.  A key element in the innovation of a product is consumers’ attitude toward the new 

product. 

Consumer Decision Behavior 

Consumer behavior studies consumers purchasing behavior.  It examines when, what, why 

and how consumers make their purchasing decisions.  Consumer behavior is revealed in many 

different disciplines of society.  Marketing, psychology, anthropology, and economics all explore 

this topic.  Understanding the theory behind consumer behavior opens doors to infinite potentials 

within many different markets.  The marketing potential of understanding consumer behavior is 

one of great magnitude; this would allow industry executives to target their customers with full 

understanding of when or why they will purchase a new product.  Psychology and anthropology 

explore this topic to discover an explanation of why consumers behave the way they do.  

Economics utilizes the skill provided with marketing and wants to be able to explain the demand 
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curve, a major feature of economics.  Consumer’s behavior affects many different categories in 

various disciplines and being able to explain this theory by combining methods from these 

disciplines may provide more in-depth understanding.  Explaining consumer behavior is one of 

the goals of this research as it is trying to delve into reasons behind why a consumer would 

consume or try a new product based on word of mouth referrals from fellow consumers. 

Word Of Mouth Referral 

Word of mouth refers to passing information between consumers via talking.  Word of 

mouth communication consists of three essential parts: that it contains interpersonal 

communication: that the content from a marketing perspective is commercial: and even though 

the content is commercial the communicators are not motivated commercially (Kirby & 

Marsden, 2006).  Word of mouth referrals are most commonly used to describe positive referral 

rather than negative advertising.  Word of mouth marketing is on a more personal basis than 

more formal ways of advertising, such as television ads, newspaper or magazine ads, and 

billboards.  The communication between individuals is thought to have an added layer of 

credibility, a trust variable in most cases.  Research has shown that individuals are more willing 

to accept referrals from another individual who is known to them than from a stranger.  Word of 

mouth referrals can spread rapidly throughout communities and are great sources of free 

marketing to companies.  People listen to word of mouth because it is part of their normal 

information search about brands, when entering the market place (Kirby & Marsden, 2006). 

The theory behind word of mouth referrals is that the news of a product will spread among 

consumers of similar groups.  This is slightly like the domino affect with product referral.  

Consumers have also been more willing to try new products based on another consumer’s 

recommendation of the product if the recommender is close to the said consumer.  Consumers 

are most influenced by family members and friends, these are considered strong ties; where 
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weaker ties tend to help the spread of a message through society (Kirby & Marsden, 2006).  

Consumers also tend to seek out word of mouth referrals more often when the purchase decision 

is risky (Kirby & Marsden, 2006).  The more understanding there is of word of mouth referrals 

the greater marketing advantage.  Being able to establish the innovators or trend setters within 

groups would help with social marketing and theories such as word of mouth referrals.  Also 

with the increasing use of the World Wide Web and social networking sites, it is inherent that 

there are further studies into the aspect of social marketing channels. 

Social Networks 

Udry and Conley (2004) state that there is a strong spatial element to social networks and it 

is useful to visualize their shape in real space.  The location of each subject is determined by the 

average position of the plot he/she cultivates and is indicated by a dot on a graph.  Information 

networks appear to be characterized by presence of focal individuals, whom are linked to 

multiple ties in the sample.  Brown and Reingen (1987) suggest that geographic theory is highly 

useful when showing relationships between individuals.  The graphs Reingen uses are simple to 

explain since a point represents an individual and each line represents a pair’s relationship 

(1987). 

Wellman (1983) breaks down social network analysis into many different parts and five 

main principles: 

1. Ties are often asymmetrically reciprocal, differing in intensity and content.  This indicates 
that although person A indicates they know person B at a certain level, person B may not 
identify the same level (if  any) of knowledge with person A.  Although ties are rarely 
symmetric they are usually reciprocated in a generalized way, and are a stable part of a 
social system. 

2. Ties link network members directly as well as indirectly, causing us to look at larger 
network structures.   
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3. The structuring of social ties creates nonrandom networks, hence network clusters, 
boundaries and cross-linkages arise.  This explains that most individuals are not members 
of only one group therefore there are cross-linkages or connected clusters. 

4. Cross linkages connect clusters as well as individuals.  Asymmetric ties and complex 
networks distribute scarce resources differentially; unequal access to scarce resources may 
in turn increase the asymmetry of ties (Wellman, 1983).   

5. Networks structure collaborative and competitive activities to secure scarce resources, in a 
system with finite resources; social networks compete for the access to such resources. 

Social networks can be defined by different variables that explain the ties or links between 

actors.  Many scholarly sources use Lin Freeman’s definition of centrality variables (Wellman, 

1983).  Each measure is defined below: 

Centrality is the measure of the extent to which a particular node or actor dominates a 

network (Wellman, 2008).  This is calculated by comparing centrality of the most central point to 

the centrality of other points.  Degree, betweenness and closeness are all measures of centrality. 

Degree is the number of connections a node or actor has within a network.  As degree 

increases the number of actors a node is tied to relationally increases.  An example would be the 

more people someone knows within the network the higher their degree would be. 

Coreness is an example of a degree measure.  Coreness is the measure of how centrally 

located an actor or node is located to a subset of the group.  An example would be a clique, 

whether the actor is a part of the clique or not. 

Closeness is the sum of the distance to each person within the network.  Therefore people 

with a large closeness score are on the outside of the group, not directly tied to others within the 

group. 

Betweenness is the measure of the extent to which a node lies on the geodesics between 

each other pair of nodes (Wellman, 2008).  Betweenness can help explain how centrally located 

an individual is within a closed network, whether the actor is far away from the node that ties a 
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group together such as the president of a group.  The betweenness score increases the farther 

away this person is from the center of the group.  Consider an example of a pyramid where the 

betweeness score increases the further down the pyramid the subject is, while the subjects’ 

betweenness score decreases the closer to the top of the pyramid the subject is. 
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Figure 3-1. Diffusion of Innovation curve 

 

 

Figure 3-2. S-shaped curve representing product adoption 

 



 

CHAPTER 4 
DATA 

Data for this study were collected through an internet survey developed in Survey Crafter 

Professional (Survey Crafter, Inc., 2008).  The survey was completed by two student 

organizations at the University of Florida.  These two groups took the survey to fulfill the study’s 

need for small whole networks.  Each group had no more than 30 students who interacted with 

each other on a regular basis. 

Participants in the survey were asked about their willingness to try new food products, 

whether they were the primary grocery shopper in their household and demographic questions 

such as age, race, gender, and ethnicity.  They were then asked to identify other students from 

within the group he or she knew, as well as how many times within the last month they saw the 

other students in a social setting.  In addition to gathering information on knowledge, students 

were asked how much they trusted people they saw on at least one social occasion.   The last 

series of questions delved into how likely they would be to try three new products based on 

recommendations from students they knew. 

The study was completed by two campus organizations that were compensated 150 dollars 

for their participation.  The first group consisted of 23 members with 16 completed surveys, 

creating a response rate of 70 %. The second group consisted of 21 members, of which 13 

completed the survey, for a 62 % response rate. 

Answers to the demographic questions (Table 4-1) indicate that the two groups were 

primarily Caucasian.  The age ranged from 19 to 22 in group 1, and 18 to 23 in group 2.  The 

majority of respondents were primary shoppers with more than 50% indicating this in each 

group.  Groups 1 and 2 had no one indicate they were of Hispanic descent. 
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Respondents were asked to identify how likely they were, on a 5-point Likert scale, to try 

three new products: a candy bar; a sandwich from a fast-food restaurant; a meal at a new sit-

down restaurant (Figures 4-1, 4-2).  Most respondents indicated they would be unlikely to try a 

new candy bar.  Respondents from groups 1 and 2 said there was some chance to a fifty-fifty 

chance of trying a new sandwich.  Groups 1 thought that there was some chance they would try a 

new relatively expensive sit down restaurant, while those in group 2 thought it was likely they 

would try a new sit down restaurant. 

Tables 4-2, and 4-3 show the survey responses indicating how well each respondents 

knows every other respondent within each group, based on a 1 to 5 scale, with 1 being they do 

not know the person, and 5 being highly knowledgeable.  In group 1 person P had the highest 

average knowledge of each person in the group.  The range of scores for group 1 were 1.1 to 4.2.  

In Group 2 there was an indication that people slightly knew each other with the average being 

between 2.5 and 2.9.  On average each student knew the other students 3.23, in group 1.  Person 

K in group 1 had the highest knowledge score of the other members within the organization.  

There was a range of 1.31 to 4.19 of knowledge between members in group 1.  Group 2 had an 

average of 2.71 level of knowledge between members.  Person H and person D had the same 

knowledge score spread across members in the organization, 3.46.  The range of knowledge 

within group 2 was 1.92 to 3.46, within group 2 everyone had at least some knowledge of all 

other members. 

Tables 4-5, and 4-6 show how many times within the last 30 days each respondent has 

interacted socially with another respondent from the group.  This question was asked only if the 

person had indicated that they knew the subject.  Person P in group 1 seemed to interact the most 

often with other group members.  Person P interacted with person H over 40 times in the last 
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month.  Person M in group 1 interacted with person H 30 times in the last month.  Many of the 

members in group 1 said they interacted with another member of the group over 20 times in the 

last month, C, D, E, I, J, M, O, P.  Group 1 had a range of 0 interactions to 10 interactions a 

month on average; the average was 5.65 interactions a month. 

Group 2 had a range of 2.24 interactions to 4.23 interactions a month.  Group 2 did not 

have as many interactions with other members as group 1; this group’s average was 3 

interactions in the last 30 days.  Person E said they interacted on average 7 different times within 

the past thirty days with other members.  Person H was the member that other members most 

often said they had interaction between group members. 

Respondents were only asked how well they trusted people they had at least interacted 

with one time socially.  Therefore, if they did not know the person, the space is left blank 

because this question was not asked of them.  Tables 4-8, and 4-9, show the amount of trust each 

respondent has in each member in the group.  The trust variable was chosen on a scale of 1 to 5, 

1 being do not trust, and 5 being highly trust.  Respondents in group 1 indicated a high trust level 

of the members within the group, with a range of trust levels from 3.67 to 4.53.  Group 2’s scores 

indicated a trust level of an average 3.5. 

After answering the questions about knowledge and trust, each respondent was reminded 

of their answers to these questions and asked again to indicate how likely they were to try these 

three products a candy bar, a new sandwich at a fast food restaurant, and eat at a new relatively 

expensive restaurant after a recommendation from people they indicated they knew.  Figures 4-4 

and 4-5 show the difference between their scores and the new score based on the 

recommendations of others in groups 1, and 2 respectively. 
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For group 1, the most frequent occurrence was no change in the willingness to try.  

However, for all products, there were some cases where willingness to try increased, and others 

where it decreased.  This was the same for group 2. 
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Table 4-1. Demographic profile of groups  
Race Group 1 Group 2 
Caucasian 93.75% 92.31%
African American 0.00% 7.69%
 American Indian 0.00% 0.00%
Asian 0.00% 0.00%
Other 6.25% 0.00%
Gender   
Male 43.75% 76.92%
Female 56.25% 23.08%
Age   
18 0.00% 15.38%
19 12.50% 23.08%
20 31.25% 23.08%
21 43.75% 15.38%
22 12.50% 7.69%
23 0.00% 15.38%
24 0.00% 0.00%
25 0.00% 0.00%
Primary Shopper   
No 18.75% 30.77%
Yes 81.25% 69.23%
Hispanic Descent   
No 100.00% 100.00%
Yes  0.00% 0.00%
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Sandwich
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Figure 4-1. Willingness to try, Group 1 
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Figure 4-2. Willingness to try, Group 2 

 
 

Table 4-2. Knowledge level of Group 1 
ID A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P
A 0 1 1 3 3 2 1 3 3 2 3 4 4 3 3 4 
B 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 3 
C 1 2 0 5 5 4 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 4 4 
D 3 1 5 0 5 4 1 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 4 
E 4 1 5 5 0 4 1 4 3 3 3 3 4 2 2 5 
F 3 1 5 5 5 0 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
G 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 
H 4 2 3 4 4 3 1 0 4 4 5 4 5 4 4 5 
I 4 2 4 5 5 5 1 5 0 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 
J 4 1 3 3 4 4 1 5 4 0 4 4 5 4 4 5 
K 5 4 4 5 5 4 1 5 5 4 0 5 5 5 5 5 
L 5 2 4 4 4 4 1 5 5 5 5 0 5 5 5 5 
M 4 1 3 3 3 4 1 5 4 4 4 4 0 4 4 5 
N 3 1 2 2 3 3 1 4 5 3 5 4 4 0 5 5 
O 4 1 5 4 4 4 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 0 5 
P 4 2 3 3 4 4 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 0 
Avg
. 

3.1 1.4 3.1 3.3 3.5 3.2 1.1 3.9 3.6 3.3 3.8 3.6 3.8 3.3 3.4 4.2
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Table 4-3. Knowledge level of Group 2 
ID A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
A 0 2 3 3 2 3 3 4 2 4 4 3 3 
B 2 0 4 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 4 3 3 
C 3 4 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 
D 3 4 3 0 3 5 3 4 4 4 5 3 4 
E 3 4 4 3 0 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 
F 2 3 2 4 2 0 3 4 3 3 3 3 2 
G 4 3 3 3 2 3 0 3 3 3 2 3 3 
H 3 3 4 4 3 5 3 0 4 4 4 3 5 
I 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 0 3 3 2 3 
J 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 3 2 
K 2 4 3 4 2 3 2 2 3 2 0 2 2 
L 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 0 3 
M 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 0 
Avg. 2.38 2.77 2.77 2.85 2.23 2.85 2.46 2.85 2.77 2.92 3.00 2.54 2.85 
 
Table 4-4. Socially interacted within last 30 days, Group 1 
Name A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P 
A    3 2 0  1 1 0 1 0 3 0 0 1 
B        1   1 0    1 
C  0  40 20 10 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
D 6  30  30 10  10 10 0 10 5 15 0 0 10 
E 10  12 25  8  15 10 8 10 8 10 5 4 15 
F 1  6 6 4   3 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 3 
G        2 2 1 2 3  1  3 
H 2 0 0 2 2 0   3 3 4 4 10 2 1 10 
I 8 0 4 8 10 4  12  8 25 10 10 8 8 11 
J 5  0 1 5 0  10 5  5 10 10 0 2 50 
K 4 0 1 4 4 0  6 20 2  2 6 2 2 6 
L 5 0 1 3 4 1  5 5 2 3  5 3 10 10 
M 6  0 1 1 0  30 3 3 5 5  1 1 20 
N 3  0 1 2 0  3 4 2 6 4 3  25 5 
O 6  1 3 3 1  6 8 4 6 25 3 25  8 
P 15 0 3 7 10 1 0 40 20 20 20 15 30 15 15  
Avg. 5.9 0 5 8 7 3 0 10 7 4 7 6 8 5 5 10 
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Table 4-5. Socially interacted within last 30 days, Group 2 
ID A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
A  1 1 1 1 1 3 15 1 1 1 1 1 
B 1  3 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 
C 1 3  1  1 1 3 1 2 1 2 4 
D 2 2 2  2 1 2 2 3 2 5 2 2 
E 1 9 1 9  3 9 9 9 12 5 5 12 
F 2 3 3 6 2  2 5 3 2 2 2 2 
G 5 4 4 4 4 4  4 5 4 4 4 5 
H 2 2 2 2 1 3 1  2 2 1 1 2 
I 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 5  5 5 4 5 
J 3 3 3 2 3 1 2 3 1  1 3 3 
K 2 5 4 7  1  1 3 1   1 
L 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1  1 
M 5 5 6 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4  
Avg. 2.2 3.2 3 3 2 2 3 4 3 3 3 2 3 
 

Table 4-6. Trust between group members, Group 1 
ID A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P 
A    4 4   4 4  5  5   5 
B        2   3     3 
C    5 5 5  4 4 4 4 5 4  5 5 
D 3  5  4 4  4 4  4 3 4   5 
E 3  5 5  4  3 3 4 4 3 4 2 2 5 
F 3  5 5 5   3 4 4 4  5 4 4 4 
G        2 2 2 2 2  2  2 
H 4   4 4    5 5 5 4 4 4 5 5 
I 4  4 4 4 3  4  3 5 4 4 4 4 4 
J 4   2 3   4 4  4 4 4  4 5 
K 3  3 3 3   4 5 3  4 4 4 5 5 
L 5  4 4 4 3  3 4 3 3  4 5 5 5 
M 4   3 3   4 3 4 3 4  3 4 5 
N 4   3 4   4 5 4 5 4 4  5 5 
O 5  5 3 3 4  5 5 5 5 5 5 5  5 
P 5  4 4 4 3  5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5  
Avg. 3.9  4.4 3.8 3.9 3.7  3.7 4.1 3.8 4.1 3.9 4.3 3.7 4.4 4.5 
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Table 4-7. Trust between group members, Group 2 
ID A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
A  3 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 
B 3  4 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 3 3 
C 4 5  4  4 4 5 4 4 4 4 5 
D 3 4 3  3 5 4 4 5 4 5 3 4 
E 4 4 5 4  4 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 
F 3 4 4 5 3  3 4 4 3 3 3 3 
G 3 3 3 3 3 4  3 4 3 3 3 3 
H 4 4 4 4 4 4 4  4 4 4 4 4 
I 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4  4 4 3 4 
J 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4  4 4 4 
K 1 3 3 4  1  1 3 1   1 
L 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 2  2 
M 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 4  
Avg. 3.25 3.67 3.50 3.67 3.20 3.50 3.64 3.67 3.92 3.50 3.83 3.55 3.50 
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CHAPTER 5 
METHODS 

Social Network 

Networks are sets of connected units such as people, organizations, or states.  Each 

network is made of relational ties.  Any form of interaction between two people can be 

considered a relational tie; a tie indicates that a person has some knowledge of the other person.  

A relational tie can be considered talking, colleges, friendship, partnership, marriage, adultery 

etc.  Each person can belong to many different networks and there is no limitation to the number 

of groups anyone can belong to. 

In a network diagram a node is an individual actor within a network; an example of this are 

the red circles in the network diagram shown in Figure 5-1.  The relational ties between actors or 

nodes are represented by the arrows from one circle to another circle.  Each of these lines shows 

a relationship between two actors, and can be one-directional or two.  For example, person 22 

indicates they know person 13, so there is an arrow from 22 to 13, but 13 didn’t indicate they 

knew 22, so there is no arrow pointing towards 13.  When looking at actors 17 and 36, there are 

arrows at both ends, indicating they both knew each other.  Networks are cohesive, densely knit, 

and tightly bound.  The networks that will be studied in this research are considered whole 

networks as opposed to personal networks. 

Within each network there are different variables that measure the strength and centrality 

of networks.  These variables are represented by different measures such as core, between, 

degree, and closeness.  Core is defined as being part of the central group or not.  An example of 

core would be a high school clique.  A high school class, you could identify students in a clique, 

or not in a clique.  Those in the clique would be in the core, the others would be out of the core.  

There can be more than one clique within a group, and they can even overlap.  Figure 5-2 is an 
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example of core membership within the group; the circles are inside the core group while the 

triangles are not inside the core.  The triangles know each other and only one knows someone in 

the core group, represented by a tie. 

Betweenness is another way to measure the centrality of a group or network.  Betweenness 

is defined as the measure of the extent to which a node lies on the geodesics between each other 

pair of nodes (Wellman, 2008).  Betweenness can help explain how centrally located an 

individual is within a closed network, whether the actor is far away from the node that ties a 

group together such as the president of a group.  The betweenness score increases the farther 

away this person is from the center of the group.  A visual example of this is shown in Figure 5-

3.  The dot in the middle is an actor with a small betweenness score, because in this case the 

person is the center of the group.  Node 8 in Figure 5-4 has a high betweenness score because 

there are more nodes (or people) between this individual and everyone else in the network.  This 

is because the actor is farther away from the center of the group but still connected to the center 

group. 

Degree is defined as the number of connections a node or actor has within a network.  As 

degree increases the number of actors a node is tied to relationally increases.  An example would 

be the more people someone knows within the network the higher their degree would be.  Figure 

5-4 shows that node 7 has the highest degree because it has the most connections to actors within 

the group. 

Closeness is the sum of the distance to each person within the network.  Therefore people 

with a large closeness score are on the outside of the group, not directly tied to others within the 

group.  Nodes 1 and 2 are an example of this variable in Figure 5-4, with the highest closeness 

score of the group because they are on the outside with a small amount of connections.  Node 4 
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and 5, 1 and 2, and 3 and 6 are all structurally equivalent, meaning they have the same amount of 

ties to other actors.  Node 10 is the most peripheral with the least connection of all. 

Empirical Models 

The study uses a discrete choice variable over an ordinary least square model because the 

discrete choice variable is broken into three categories and will provide more insight into the 

explanation of the respondent’s choice. 

Following the basic framework in the literature3, the probit model starts with the 

specification of a latent form for a binary choice model that involves two (mutually exclusive 

and collectively exhaustive) alternatives. In this case, I am interested in the consumer’s 

willingness to try new products. The latent form for individual consumer i is: 

(1)  ),0(~                  ' ** Ω+= NXY iiii εεβ

where Yi
* is the unobserved latent variable for individual i, Xi is Kx1 vector of explanatory 

variables, β is the corresponding parameter vector, and εi
* is a stochastic error normally 

distributed with mean zero and a variance-covariance structure that is uncorrelated and 

homoskedastic: 

(2) , [ ] nIE 2' σεε ==Ω

where Ω is a NxN matrix of variances and covariances, σ2 is the variance of the error, and In is 

an identity matrix. 

Then, the indicator for the latent variable is 

(3) 
otherwisey

Xify

i

iii

 , 0
'   1

=
−≥= βε

 

                                                 
3 See Greene (2008); Maddala (1983); Wooldridge (2006). 
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where, for the case of willingness to try new products, (Yi) will be equal to one if the consumer 

tried a new product and zero otherwise. The probability that the latent variable is greater than 

zero is expressed as: 

( ) ( )
( )
( )

( )β
β

βε
βε

'                
'1                

'1                
'0*

i

i

ii

iii

X
X

XP
XPYP

Φ=
−Φ−=

−≥−=
−≥=≥

 (4) 

where Φ is the cumulative density function (cdf) of the standard normal distribution. 

To estimate this model, the maximum likelihood function is derived using the underlying 

assumption that each observation is drawn independently from a Bernoulli distribution with 

some success probability. The log-likelihood function is 

(5) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]{ }∑ Φ−−+Φ= ββ '1log1log iiii XyXyLogL  

This function is maximized using the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) to obtain 

estimates of the parameters of interest (β). Note that the assumption of independent draws is 

consistent with the specification assumed for the variance covariance matrix of the error term in 

(5). 

The goodness of fit measure examines how well the regression line fits a set of data.  There 

are positive and negative estimates of µi, these residuals are best estimates when they are close to 

the regression line. 

Ordered Probit 

The study uses an ordered probit over a probit model because with the ordered probit the 

results show more explanation of a respondent’s choice.  A probit would require collapsing the 

three categories into two, for a binary response taking away insight into respondent’s choices.  
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An ordered probit gives more information for the three categories to explain a respondent’s 

change in willingness to try each of the three new products. 

The ordered probit model is used when y is an ordered response, then the values we assign 

to each value of y are no longer arbitrary (Wooldridge, 2002).  The rating scale conveys useful 

information and even though we can not say that the difference between four and two is twice as 

important as the difference between one and zero.  The ordered probit model for y can be derived 

from a latent variable model (Wooldridge, 2002).  For the standard normal assumption for e, we 

derive the conditional distribution of y given  we simply compute each response probability: x;

(5-1) P(y=0׀x) = P(y* ≤ x) = P (xβ +e≤ 1   ׀x) = Φ( 1 –xβ) 

The ordered probit model does not contain an intercept in the formulation of the model.  

The parameters  and β can be estimated by maximum likelihood.  With the ordered probit 

models we are interested in the response probabilities P(y = j׀x).  P(y = j׀x) is unambiguously 

determined by the sign of βk does not always determine the direction of the effect for the 

intermediate outcomes, 1,2,….,J-1 (5-2) (Wooldrige, 2002). 

When trying to estimate the partial effects of the xj is due to the strong assumptions that y* 

given x satisfies the classical linear model assumptions without these assumptions, the ordered 

probit estimator of β would be inconsistent (Wooldridge, 2002). 

Selectivity Bias 

In this study the groups of students were not randomly selected, and they only slightly 

compare to the demographic breakdown of the University of Florida population.  The three 

groups in this study when combined are approximately equal percentages of the male and female 

student population at the University of Florida.  The race demographics are, however, not 

representative of the student population at the University of Florida.  Therefore, due to these 
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results the conclusions made by the study cannot be translated to or drawn across to the entire 

student body at the University of Florida. 

Limitations 

There are limitations to the research on closed social groups.  One of the main limitations 

to this research is that it cannot be transposed or compared to the entire population of 

undergraduate students across the United States.  Another limitation to this research is that the 

data is composed of specific subgroups of the undergraduate population at the University of 

Florida and therefore the results can only be generalized to the undergraduate population at the 

University of Florida.  Because the study is not a representative sample of the undergraduate 

population the data results are limited to the study participants. 
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Figure 5-1. Social network visualization 

 

 

Figure 5-2. Core membership 
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Figure 5-3. Visual of betweenness 

 

Figure 5-4. Network visual of variables 

 



 

CHAPTER 6 
EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

Social Network Model 

The first stage of analysis consisted of analyzing the data with Ucinet (Borgatti, 2002).  

After collecting the data, the first step was to clean and transpose the data into matrices which 

Ucinet could understand.  Within each group 4 different variables were calculated to explain the 

relationships between group members.  These were Freeman degree, Freeman Betweenness, 

Closeness and Core/Periphery. 

The network diagram for groups 1 and 2 are shown in figures 6-1, and 6-2.  In these 

figures, each actor is represented by a node.  Each line drawn out from a node represents a tie to 

another actor within the group, and the arrow at the end of the line denotes the direction of the 

relationship.  Group 1 consists of 16 members and group 2 has 13 members. 

Figures 6-4 and 6-5 show the betweeness score of each actor in the groups.  The 

betweenness score is defined as to help explain how centrally located an individual is within a 

closed network, whether the actor is far away from the node that ties a group together.  The 

President of a group would be expected to have a high betweenness score as many people would 

indicate a knowledge of this person, compared to a newcomer who might know only one or two 

people, therefore having a lower betweenness score.  As the betweenness scores decrease, the 

actor is further to the outside of the group.  In Figure 6-4, the size of the square is representative 

of the size of the betweenness variable. 

For group 1, betweenness scores ranged from 0 (3 people with relatively few ties) to 4.303 

(the largest square in the diagram).  Within group 2, many of the actors received the same 

betweenness score as they were nearly all equally connected to each other.  The range of scores 

for betweenness for this group was only 0.00 to 0.339. 
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Closeness is the sum of the distance to each person within the network.  Therefore people 

with a small closeness score are on the outside of the group, not directly tied to others within the 

group.  Figures 6-7 and 6-8, show the closeness scores for each group.  The range of closeness 

scores for group 1 is 6.250 (two actors with few ties to the group) to 100.0 (3 actors, including 

the one with the highest betweenness score).  For group 2, closeness scores ranged between 

85.74 to 100.00.  Again, as group 2 indicated many ties to each other, many members had the 

highest closeness score of 100.0 (10 of 13 actors).  

Degree is represented in figures 6-10, and 6-11.  Degree is defined as the number of 

connections a node or actor has within a network.  As degree increases the number of actors a 

node is tied to relationally increases.  Degree shows that as relationships within the group 

increase the score of each actor with more relationships increase.  Again, for group 1, we see the 

center node with the highest degree for group 1 (255.0), but degree defines the difference 

between the two outliers, where one has a degree of 3.0 (only has a few connections) compared 

to the other with 14.0 (low compared to most, but with more connections than the person in the 

top left of the diagram.  The range for degree in group 2 is smaller, from 40.00 to 145.00.   

The final variable calculated is core membership.  Of the 16 members of group 1, seven are 

members of the core and nine are not. In group 2, 6 of the 13 members, are in the core. 

Econometric Results 

This study was conducted to determine if there are social network variables that can help 

explain a person’s willingness to try a new food product.  In order to determine this, one model 

was estimated, using network variables and demographic variables. The model was estimated 

three times, one for each of the three products being tested (candy bar, sandwich, and restaurant).  

These three equations were repeated for each of the two groups studied, resulting in 6 models 

being estimated.  The ordered probit model will be estimated using two different samples for 
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three different products (candy, sandwich and restaurant) resulting in 6 estimates or models.  In 

all 6 models, the dependent variable was the difference between the willingness to try before and 

after the recommendation.  The model was: 

Diffx = f (knowledge, trust, gender, primary shopper, own closeness, own betweenness, 

own core, own degree, closeness, betweenness, core, degree) 

Where Diffx is the difference in willingness to try a new candy bar, sandwich or restaurant 

after a recommendation.  Gender is defined as the relationship between recommender and 

respondent.  Trust is defined as the trust level the respondent has given the recommender.  

Knowledge is defined as the knowledge level the respondent has given to the recommender.  

Primary shopper is a dummy variable representing if the respondent is the primary shopper of the 

household or is not.  Own closeness, own betweenness, own core, and own degree are the 

network variables representing the respondent’s position in the network.  Closeness, 

betweenness, core, and degree are the network variables representing the recommender’s 

position in the network. 

These models were estimated using Limdep 6 statistical software (Greene, 1998).  Results 

are presented in Tables 6-3 through 6-9. 

For the candy bar, the actual model predicted the impact of the recommendation on 

willingness to try better than the naïve prediction in both group 1 and 2.  For group 1, the model 

predicted the dependent variable correctly 78.84 % of the time (compared to 44.97 % naïve 

prediction).  For group 2, the model was correct 80.77 % of the time (compared to 55.13 % naïve 

prediction). 

For the sandwich, the model predicted the impact of the recommendation on willingness to 

try better than the naïve prediction.  For group 1, the actual model was correct 80.95 % of the 
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time (compared to 50.79 % naïve prediction).  For group 2, the model was correct 78.85 % of the 

time (compared to 51.92 % naïve prediction). 

For the restaurant, the model predicted the impact better than the naïve prediction for both 

groups.  Within group 1, the model predicted 67.2 % correct, while the naïve prediction was only 

39.68 % correct.  In group 2, the model predicted 63.46 % correct versus 38.46 % naïve 

prediction.  In both groups and all products the model predicted better than the naïve prediction. 

As with the candy and the sandwich models, model one predicted the impact of the 

recommendation on willingness to try the restaurant better than both model 2 and the naïve 

prediction.  In group 1, the model with the network variables was correct 60 % of the time 

(compared to 40 % naïve prediction),while the model without network variables was only correct 

58 % of the time.  For group 2, the model with network variables was correct 61 % of the time 

(compared to 38 % naïve prediction), but the model without network variables was only correct 

46 % of the time. 

There were three categories to choose from within each model, category 0 indicated a 

decrease in willingness to try.  Category 1 indicated no change in willingness to try the new 

product.  Category 2 indicated an increase in willingness to try the new product. 

Within the candy bar equation, there is a predicted probability of 0.0049 that category 0 is 

chosen within group 1.  There is a predicted probability of 0.7054 that category 1 is chosen 

within group 1.  Thirdly within Group 1 there is a predicted probability of 0.2946 that category 2 

is chosen.  The predicted probabilities for Group 2 are 0.0120, 0.3208, and 0.6672 for the three 

categories respectively. 
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Within the sandwich equation the predicted probability was 0.2628, 0.5402, and 0.1970 

that each of the three categories was chosen respectively within Group 1.  Group 2 predicted 

probability was as follows 0.0910, 0.8356, and 0.0734 for each category respectively. 

The restaurant equation had predicted probability of 0.1470, 0.0964, and 0.7566 within 

Group 1 for each category respectively.  Group 2 had predicted probabilities of 0.2186, 0.3282, 

and 0.4532 for each category respectively. 

Candy Bar Equation Results 

Results for the equations included for the difference in willingness to try the candy bar 

after recommendation are presented in tables 6-3 and 6-4 for groups 1 and 2 respectively.  The 

dependent variable included three categories of responses to the recommendation to try a new 

candy bar.  In the first category (Y=0), respondents decreased their willingness to try the candy 

new bar.  In the second category (Y=1), respondents willingness to try the new candy bar 

remained the same and in the third category (Y=2), respondents willingness to try the new candy 

bar increased after the recommendation. 

The four non-network variables included in each equation were gender, primary shopper, 

trust, and knowledge.  Gender was not found to be statistically significant in either of the two 

groups.  Respondent’s trust in the recommender was statistically significant and positive in both 

of the two groups.  Respondent’s knowledge of recommender was found to be statistically 

significant for Group 1. 

Respondent’s trust in the recommender was statistically significant for all groups, except 

for Group 1 at y=0.  If a respondent indicated they trusted the recommender, the respondent was 

39% less likely to have no change in willingness to try a new candy bar and 41% more likely to 

increase their willingness to try a new candy bar based on the recommendation.  Respondents 

were 2% less likely to decrease their willingness to try and 21% less likely have no change in 
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their willingness to try a new candy bar based on a recommendation within Group 2.  Group 2 

respondents were 24% more likely to increase their willingness to try a new candy bar based on 

the recommendation. 

Respondent’s knowledge of the recommender was also statistically significant for group 1, 

respondent’s likelihood to maintain or increase their willingness to try the candy bar.  

Respondents were 16% more likely to have no change and 17% less likely to increase their 

willingness to try the candy bar if they knew the recommender. 

Two groups of network variables were included as independent variables in the models.  

One represented the respondent’s network position; the second represented the recommender’s 

position.  In both groups, the respondent’s own degree was statistically significant, while 

betweenness was statistically significant in Group 1 and closeness and core membership were 

statistically significant in Group 2.  Though the respondent’s own degree was statistically 

significant in both groups, the marginal effects were 1% or less for all categories in Group 1.  

Each unit increase in the degree score increased the likelihood the respondent would not change 

their willingness to try the candy bar by 2% in Group 2 and decreased their likelihood they 

would increase their willingness to try the candy bar by 2%.  For each unit increase in the 

respondent’s betweenness score in Group 1, they were 19% more likely to have no response to 

the recommendation and 20% less likely to increase their likelihood to try the new candy bar.  

For each unit increase in the respondents own closeness score in Group 2, they were 1% less 

likely to have no response to the recommendation and 1% more likely to increase their 

willingness to try the candy bar.  Respondents own betweenness proved statistically significant 

within Group 2.  In Group 2, if the respondent was in the core, their likelihood to decrease their 

willingness to try decreased by 4% and their likelihood to have no response to the 
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recommendation decreased by 37%.  Members of the core were 42% more likely to increase 

their willingness to try the new candy bar.  The second set of network variables described the 

recommender’s place in the network.  Closeness, betweenness, degree, and core were not 

statistically significant for either group. 

Sandwich Equation Results 

Results for the model with network variables included for the explanation of difference in 

willingness to try based on a recommendation of a new sandwich are presented in tables 6-5 and 

6-6.  The dependent variable included three categories of responses to the recommendation to try 

a new sandwich at a fast food restaurant.  In the first category (Y=0), respondents decreased their 

willingness to try the new sandwich.  In the second category (Y=1), respondents willingness to 

try the new sandwich remained the same.  In the third category (Y=2), respondents willingness to 

try the new sandwich increased. 

The results for the sandwich model were different than the candy model; however, the 

results for the non-network variables were largely similar.  Gender was again not statistically 

significant in either group.  Trust in the recommender was statistically significant in both groups, 

as with the candy bar model, however knowledge of the recommender was only statistically 

significant for the second group in the sandwich models. Primary shopper was again significant 

for the second group only.  In Group 1, if the respondent indicated they trusted the recommender, 

they were 17% less likely to decrease their willingness to try the sandwich and 20% more likely 

to increase their willingness to try.  In Group 2, if the respondent indicated they trusted the 

recommender, they were 3% less likely to decrease their willingness to try the sandwich and 

19% more likely to increase their willingness to try.  The knowledge of the recommender was 

statistically significant within Group 2, with respondents 3% less likely to decrease their 

willingness to try a new sandwich from a fast food restaurant 19% more likely to increase their 
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willingness to try a new sandwich.  If the respondent was a primary shopper in Group 2, they 

were 19% less likely to decrease their willingness 27% more likely to increase their willingness 

to try the sandwich. 

For the network variables representing the respondent, the results were different for the 

sandwich (Tables 6-5 and 6-6) compared to the candy bar.  Own-closeness and core membership 

were still statistically significant for Group 2, however, other network variables were not 

statistically significant for Group 2.  The only network variable that was statistically significant 

for Group 1 was core membership. 

For each one unit increase in the respondent’s own closeness score within Group 2, 

respondents were 1% less likely to have no change in their willingness to try a new sandwich and 

1% more likely to increase their willingness to try a new sandwich.  If a respondent was a 

member of the core, they were 11% and 4% less likely to decrease their willingness to try the 

sandwich in groups 1 and 2, respectively.  Members of the core were 12% and 25% more likely 

to increase their willingness to try (Groups 1 and 2 respectively). As with the candy model, the 

second set of network variables, describing the referrer’s position in the network, were not 

statistically significant. 

Difference in Restaurant 

The results for the model with network variables included to explain the difference in 

willingness to try a restaurant based on a recommendation are presented in tables 6-7 and 6-8. 

The dependent variable included three categories of responses to the recommendation to try a 

new relatively expensive sit down restaurant.  In the first category (Y=0), respondents decreased 

their willingness to try the new restaurant.  In the second category (Y=1), respondents 

willingness to try the new restaurant remained the same.  In the third category (Y=2), 

respondents willingness to try the new restaurant increased. 
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As with the sandwich and candy bar models, gender was not significant in either group.  

Respondent’s trust in recommender was statistically significant for Group 1 only.  As trust 

increased, the respondent was 24% less likely to decrease their willingness to try a new relatively 

expensive sit down restaurant, and 24% more likely to increase their willingness to try.  

Knowledge of the recommender was statistically significant within Group 2 only, similar to the 

candy bar model.  Respondents were 18% less likely to decrease their willingness to try the 

restaurant in Group 2 as knowledge of the recommender increased by one unit.  In Group 2, 

respondents were 8% more likely to not respond to the recommendation and 10% more likely to 

increase their willingness to try the restaurant.  If the respondent was the primary shopper, they 

were 13% and 42% less likely to decrease their willingness to try a new relatively expensive sit 

down restaurant in groups 1 and 2, respectively.  Members of Group 1 were 10% more likely to 

increase their willingness to try a new relatively expensive sit down restaurant.  Respondents 

from Group 2 were 25% more likely to not respond to the recommendation and 17% more likely 

to increase their willingness to try a new relatively expensive sit down restaurant. 

Results for the network variables were again different for the restaurant model. Closeness 

was statistically significant for both groups, while betweenness and core membership were 

statistically significant for Group 2, but not for Group 1.  Degree was not statistically significant 

for either model.  Respondents within Group 1 were 4% more likely to decrease and 4% more 

likely to increase their willingness to try a new relatively expensive sit down restaurant with each 

unit increase in their closeness score.  The respondent’s own closeness within Group 2 was 

statistically significant as well, though the impact of these effects was less than 1% for all 

categories.  For Group 2, as a respondent’s betweenness score increased, they were 177% less 

likely to try a new relatively expensive sit down restaurant when there is a unit decrease in 
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betweenness.  Respondents are 75% more likely to not respond and 103% more likely to increase 

their willingness to try a new relatively expensive sit down restaurant with an increase in the 

betweenness score.  Members of the core in Group 2 were 46% less likely to decrease their 

willingness to try the restaurant and 13% more likely to have left their willingness to try 

unchanged.  Members of the core were 33% more likely to increase their willingness to try a new 

restaurant. 

Like the candy bar and sandwich models, the third set of variables described the location of 

the recommender within the social network.  Closeness, betweenness, degree, and core were not 

statistically significant in Groups 1 and 2. 

Finally, a Wald test was run to determine if the addition of the network variables was 

helpful in determining the possible outcomes.  The Wald test is a way of testing the significance 

of particular explanatory variables in a statistical model (Kyngas, Rissanen, 2001).  If a 

particular group of explanatory variables test significant, the conclusion is that parameters 

associated with these variables are not zero, so that variables should be included in the model.  If 

the Wald test group of variables is not significant then these explanatory variables should be 

omitted from the model (Kyngas, Rissanen, 2001).  The Wald test was run on the network 

variables within each of the six models.  Table 6-10 is a representation of the outcomes.  For 

Group 1 the variables were significant within the equation difference in candy bar.  Within 

Group 2, these variables were significant in each of the three equations at a 99% level. 
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Figure 6-1. Group 1 Network 

 

Figure 6-2. Group 2 Network 
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Figure 6-3. Group 1 Betweenness 

 

Figure 6-4. Group 2 Betweenness 
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Figure 6-5. Group 1 Closeness 

 

Figure 6-6. Group 2 Closeness 
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Figure 6-6. Group 1 Degree 
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Figure 6-7. Group 2 Degree 

Table 6-1. Model prediction 
 naïve 

prediction1 
model 
prediction1 

naïve 
prediction2 

model 
prediction2 

Group 1     
diff_candy 41.27% 65.61% 41.27% 65.61% 
diff_sand 50.79% 70.37% 50.79% 68.25% 
diff_rest 39.68% 59.79% 39.68% 57.67% 
Group 2     
diff_candy 55.13% 78.85% 55.13% 57.05% 
diff_sand 51.92% 74.36% 51.92% 59.62% 
diff_rest 38.46% 60.90% 38.46% 46.15% 
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Table 6-2. Difference candy regression results, Group 1 
 Coefficent Standard 

Error 
P 

Gender1 -0.12 0.21 0.57 
Refer Trust 1.25 0.15 0.00 
Refer knowledge -0.52 0.17 0.00 
Primary shopper 0.12 0.27 0.66 
Own closeness 0.07 0.08 0.42 
Own core -0.01 0.29 0.98 
Own betweeness -0.59 0.20 0.00 
Own degree 0.01 0.01 0.00 
Closeness -0.01 0.10 0.95 
Betweenness -0.10 0.19 0.60 
Core -0.16 0.31 0.61 
Degree 0.01 0.01 0.10 
    
Marginal Effects   
 Y=00 Y=01 Y=02 
Gender1 0.00 0.04 -0.04 
Refer Trust -0.02 -0.39* 0.42* 
Refer knowledge 0.01 0.16* -0.17* 
Primary shopper -0.00 -0.03 -0.04 
Own closeness -0.00 -0.02 0.02 
Own core -0.00 0.00 -0.00 
Own betweeness 0.01 0.19** -0.19* 
Own degree -0.00 -0.00** 0.01* 
Closeness 0.00 0.00 -0.00 
Betweenness 0.00 0.03 -0.03 
Core 0.00 0.04 -0.05 
Degree -0.00 -0.00 0.00 

    
Number of Observations 189.00 
Log likelihood function -94.89 
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Table 6-3. Difference candy regression results, Group 2 
 Coefficent Standard 

Error 
P 

Gender1 0.19 0.26 0.45 
Refer Trust 0.74 0.18 0.00 
Refer knowledge 0.25 0.19 0.19 
Primary shopper 0.38 0.30 0.20 
Own closeness 0.04 0.01 0.00 
Own core 1.32 0.28 0.00 
Own betweeness -1.05 1.14 0.35 
Own degree -0.06 0.02 0.00 
Closeness -0.00 0.01 0.91 
Betweenness 1.01 0.98 0.30 
Core -0.25 0.26 0.34 
Degree -0.00 0.01 0.93 
    
Marginal Effects   
 Y=00 Y=01 Y=02 
Gender1 -0.01 -0.06 0.06 
Refer Trust -0.02** -0.21* 0.24*
Refer knowledge -0.01 -0.07 0.08 
Primary shopper -0.01 -0.10* 0.12 
Own closeness -0.00** -0.01* 0.01*
Own core 0.03 0.30 -0.34 
Own betweeness -0.04* -0.37* 0.42*
Own degree 0.00*** 0.02* -0.02*
Closeness 0.00 0.00 -0.00 
Betweenness -0.02 -0.29 0.32 
Core 0.00 0.07 -0.08 
Degree 0.00 0.00 -0.00 
    
Number of observations 156.00
Log likelihood function -75.37
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Table 6-4. Difference sandwich regression results, Group 1 
 Coefficent Standard 

Error 
P 

Gender1 -0.00 0.20 0.99 
Refer Trust 0.96 0.13 0.00 
Refer knowledge -0.07 0.15 0.63 
Primary shopper -0.19 0.26 0.45 
Own closeness -0.07 0.08 0.38 
Own core 0.59 0.28 0.03 
Own betweeness 0.11 0.19 0.56 
Own degree -0.01 0.01 0.22 
Closeness 0.04 0.10 0.67 
Betweenness -0.07 0.17 0.69 
Core 0.23 0.28 0.42 
Degree 0.00 0.01 0.83 
    
Marginal Effects   
 Y=00 Y=01 Y=02 
Gender1 0.00 0.00 -0.00 
Refer Trust -0.17* -0.03 0.20* 
Refer knowledge 0.01 0.00 -0.01 
Primary shopper 0.03 0.01 -0.04 
Own closeness -0.01 0.00 -0.01 
Own core -0.11** -0.02 0.12**
Own betweeness 0.02 -0.00 0.02 
Own degree 0.00 0.00 -0.00 
Closeness -0.01 -0.00 0.01 
Betweenness 0.01 0.00 -0.01 
Core -0.04 -0.01 0.05 
Degree -0.00 -0.00 0.00 
    
Number of Observations 189.00 
Log likelihood function -114.01 
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Table 6-5. Difference sandwich regression results, Group 2 
 Coefficent Standard 

Error 
P 

Gender1 0.38 0.27 0.17 
Refer Trust 0.98 0.21 0.00 
Refer knowledge 0.99 0.24 0.00 
Primary shopper 2.00 0.37 0.00 
Own closeness 0.06 0.01 0.00 
Own betweenness 0.79 1.07 0.46 
Own core 1.23 0.30 0.00 
Own degree -0.04 0.02 0.02 
Closeness 0.00 0.01 0.54 
Betweeness -0.62 1.01 0.54 
Core -0.21 0.27 0.44 
Degree 0.00 0.02 0.77 
    
Marginal Effects   
 Y=00 Y=01 Y=02 
Gender1 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 
Refer Trust -0.03** -0.16 0.19* 
Refer knowledge -0.03** -0.16 0.19**
Primary shopper -0.19* -0.08 0.27* 
Own closeness -0.00** -0.01 0.01* 
Own betweenness -0.02 -0.12 0.15 
Own core -0.04** -0.21 0.25* 
Own degree 0.00 0.01 -0.01 
Closeness -0.00 -0.00 0.00 
Betweenness 0.02 0.10 -0.12 
Core 0.01 0.03 -0.04 
Degree -0.00 -0.00 0.00 
    
Number of Observations 156.00 
Log likelihood function -70.94 
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Table 6-6. Difference restaurant regression results, Group 1 
 Coefficent Standard 

Error 
P 

Gender1 0.06 0.19 0.73 
Refer Trust 0.90 0.13 0.00 
Refer knowledge -0.19 0.15 0.20 
Primary shopper 0.44 0.25 0.07 
Own closeness -0.16 0.09 0.06 
Own core 0.02 0.26 0.94 
Own betweenness -0.05 0.18 0.76 
Own degree 0.00 0.01 0.96 
Closeness 0.03 0.10 0.80 
Betweenness 0.06 0.17 0.73 
Core -0.13 0.27 0.62 
Degree 0.01 0.01 0.26 
    
Marginal Effects   
 Y=00 Y=01 Y=02 
Gender1 -0.02 0.00 0.02 
Refer Trust -0.24* 0.00 0.24* 
Refer knowledge 0.05 -0.00 -0.05 
Primary shopper -0.13*** 0.03 0.10**
Own closeness 0.04** -0.00 -0.04**
Own core -0.01 0.00 0.01 
Own betweenness 0.01 -0.00 -0.01 
Own degree -0.00 0.00 0.00 
Closeness -0.01 0.00 0.01 
Betweeness -0.02 0.00 0.02 
Core 0.03 -0.00 -0.04 
Degree -0.00 0.00 0.00 
    
    
Number of Observations 189.00 
Log likelihood function -130.09 
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Table 6-7. Difference restaurant regression results, Group 2 
 Coefficent Standard 

Error 
P 

Gender1 -0.16 0.23 0.49 
Refer Trust 0.09 0.16 0.56 
Refer knowledge 0.58 0.17 0.00 
Primary shopper 1.23 0.27 0.00 
Own closeness 0.02 0.01 0.00 
Own coreness 1.65 0.27 0.00 
Own betweeness 5.78 1.00 0.00 
Own degree -0.01 0.02 0.67 
Closeness 0.01 0.01 0.47 
Betweenness 0.38 0.87 0.66 
Core -0.27 0.23 0.26 
Degree 0.01 0.01 0.56 
    
Marginal Effects   
 Y=00 Y=01 Y=02 
Gender1 0.05 -0.02 -0.03 
Refer Trust -0.03 0.01 0.02 
Refer knowledge -0.18* 0.08** 0.10*
Primary shopper -0.42* 0.25* 0.17*
Own closeness -0.01* 0.00** 0.00*
Own coreness -0.46* 0.13 0.33*
Own betweenness -1.77* 0.75** 1.03*
Own degree 0.00 -0.00 -0.00 
Closeness -0.00 0.00 0.00 
Betweenness -0.12 0.05 0.07 
Core 0.08 -0.04 -0.05 
Degree -0.00 0.00 0.00 
    
Number of observations 156.00 
Log likelihood function -102.18 
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Table 6-8. Significant variables in regression models 
Variable Group 1 

Candy 
Group 2 
Candy 

Group 
1Sandwich 

Group 
2Sandwich 

Group 1 
Restaurant 

Group 2 
Restaurant

Gender    +   
Refer Trust + + + + +  
Refer Knowledge - +  + - + 
Refer P. Shopper  +  + + + 
Own Closeness  +  + - + 
Own Betweenness -     + 
Own Degree + -     
Referrer Close       
Referrer Between       
Referrer Core       
Own Core  + + +  + 
Referrer Degree       

 

Table 6-9. Wald Test 
Group 1  
Equation Chi-Square P-Value 
Candy 15.46 0.05 
Sandwich 6.77 0.56 
Restaurant 10.64 0.22 
Group 2  
Equation Chi-Square P-Value 
Candy 56.10495 0.00 
Sandwich 50.86239 0.00 
Restaurant 71.1305 0.00 
 
 



 

CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS 

The goal of this thesis was to investigate if the use of social network variables would 

improve the power of prediction of the response to recommendations about food products.  In 

each of the six cases (3 food products across 2 groups), the network variables improved model 

fit.  The model with network variables included descriptors about the respondent’s and 

recommender’s position within the network. These variables were betweenness, closeness, 

degree, and core membership. 

Two variables, the respondent’s trust in the recommender, and the respondent’s knowledge 

of the recommender were significant five out of six occasions (the exception was the model 

representing the restaurant for Group 2 for trust and the model representing the sandwich for 

Group 1).  The relationship was positive, indicating that as the trust the respondent had in the 

recommender increased, the likelihood to increase their willingness to try the new food product 

(candy bar, sandwich, and restaurant) based on a recommendation increased.  This is expected as 

one is likely to place more credibility in information obtained from those people in whom they 

have trust. 

Knowledge of the referrer was also significant in predicting a difference in the willingness 

to try food products, however, the way knowledge influenced response to recommendations 

varied.  For Group 1, the relationship was negative, implying as knowledge of an individual 

increased, their response to the recommendation to try a product decreased.  At first this seems to 

be against intuition, as one might expect people to respond to recommendations from those they 

know more.  However, this corresponds to network literature that indicates people may respond 

more to those that are more different than they (that they may know less) as those people 

introduce new information to the respondent.  However, this variable had a positive relationship 
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in Group 2.  Whether or not the respondent was the primary shopper was significant for Group 2 

in all cases, but was only significant in Group 1 in the restaurant model.  Primary shoppers were 

designated if the respondent does fifty % or more of the shopping, and might be expected to play 

a role in the purchase of new products.  In the four cases where the marginal effects were 

significant, primary shoppers were more likely to respond to recommendations with an increase 

in willingness to try the products. 

When examining the network variables representing the respondent’s position in the 

network, betweenness and core membership were significant four out of six times.  These 

variables were significant in Groups 1 and 2.  A respondent’s own betweenness score had a 

negative relationship, meaning as the betweenness score gets smaller, the respondent is more 

likely to respond positively to recommendations about the candy bar.  This indicates that the 

people with lower betweenness scores, those who more on the periphery of the groups, 

responded more positively to recommendations. 

A respondent’s own core membership was significant three times in six equations.  In all 

three cases, core members responded positively to recommendations.  

As respondents are more on the outside of a group, the betweenness score is lower, the 

more influenced they are by others recommendations to try a new food product.  Also, each 

respondent that falls into the core of a group is more likely to listen to recommendations from 

other members to try a new food product.  Marketers should target the core members of groups.  

The core members influence each others decisions to respond to recommendations and will 

therefore act as a ripple affect and influence the outside members of the group.  The marketing 

message that should be taken from this study is that any persons recommendation of a product 

from within a group can have a ripple effect on the entire group message, therefore the marketers 
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should target core group members and watch the ripple effect take place within a group to try a 

new food product. 

In summary, the network variables improved the ability of the model to predict a subject’s 

willingness to try a new candy bar, sandwich from a fast food restaurant, or eat at a new 

relatively expensive sit down restaurant based upon a recommendation compared to a model 

without network variables. 

There have been a few lessons learned from this research that would be helpful for future 

research on this subject.  One complication was with a third group of data that was attempted.  In 

this group, there were very few respondents, with relatively little knowledge of each other.  Due 

to this, some of the network variables could not be used. For example, the variable representing 

core membership would have been singular as it was impossible to identify a core in the group.  

In the future the groups need to be larger to allow for more diversity in the core membership.  

Additionally, as many respondents did not know each other, there were not many observations in 

the study, and the model could not be estimated (it lacked degrees of freedom).  With network 

data, each time one individual knows another, a row of data is created.  Hence, small groups can 

create a large dataset as if there are ten members, and they each know each other, there would be 

90 observations.  But if there is a group of ten members, and they each only know one other 

person, there are only ten observations. The third group where data collection was attempted was 

a class instead of a social organization.  This proved to be difficult because there was less 

incentive for the members to respond, and they were less likely to know each other. Hence, for 

future studies, one recommendation would be to focus on using social organizations instead of 

classes. 
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Though this data was not representative of the University of Florida, or any group of 

students, and therefore can not be extrapolated, we still learned much from the research.  This 

data collection proved very informative on finding which network variables help explain a 

respondent’s willingness to try a new food product.  The data that was collected from social 

organizations was easier to collect and provided more statistically significant results of the 

network variables with more variation. 

The network data does not need to be collected on both the recommender and the 

respondent.  The variables that were useful were the respondent’s network variables, where they 

were compared to others in the network.  The variables associated with the recommender’s 

position in the network did not give any useful information in explaining a respondent’s 

willingness to try a new food product based on a recommendation.  These variables may be able 

to be excluded from further research when explaining a respondent’s willingness to try a new 

product based on a recommendation. 

Though there are things to be learned from this type of research, collecting data for 

network studies is more difficult than it appears.  Originally, the goal had been to recruit more 

students from classes at the University of Florida.  Data collection began in Fall 2007 and 

continued to Summer 2008.  Each semester one to two surveys were developed and data was 

collected.  Likely due to the length of the survey, many of the attempts to collect data failed 

when most members of the network did not respond to the survey.  Another issue with the data 

collection method being used was that the classes were given no incentive to take the survey. 

Another difficultly with collecting this type of data is the size of the dataset.  If there are 25 

members in a class, there are 25*24, or 576 possible relationships. This causes two problems.  

First, each member must answer questions about each other. As the total number of members 
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gets larger, the burden on the respondent (and time to complete) grows exponentially, making it 

less likely to get completed observations.  Additionally, the burden on the person working with 

the data grows.  Finally, using a web survey provided a convenient way to collect data, but also 

created problems.  If there was an issue with the website, as was the case with certain internet 

browsers, respondents became frustrated and quit the survey.  Second, without personally 

interviewing, the respondents had the opportunity to not complete the survey, making it difficult 

to get whole group responses. 

 



 

APPENDIX A 
WEB SURVEY 

Template for Web-Based Survey for Social Network Survey of Students and Food Choices 
 
Participants will link to a page that shows the informed consent and asks if they are 18 years or 
older.  By selecting continue, they agree to participate and the following questions are asked: 
 
1) Name __________________ 
 
2) Gender:         Male (0)                  Female (1) 
 
3) Age:   _____ 

 
4) Are you the primary shopper for groceries in your household? (the primary shopper is the 
person responsible for at least 50% of food purchased for the household, alone or sharing the 
task with another household member.)    Yes (1)  No (0)         
                                                                  
5) Please indicate your race: 
  White (1)     Hispanic (3)   American Indian (5)  
  Black or African American (2)  Asian (4)   Other_________ (6)   

 
6) On a scale of 1 to 5, how likely are you to purchase a new candy bar? 
Definitely would 
not buy 

Probably would 
not buy 

Might or might 
not buy 

Probably would 
buy 

Definitely would 
buy 

1 2 3 4 5 
 
7) On a scale of 1 to 5, how likely are you to purchase a new sandwich at a fast food restaurant? 
Definitely would 
not buy 

Probably would 
not buy 

Might or might 
not buy 

Probably would 
buy 

Definitely would 
buy 

1 2 3 4 5 
 
8) On a scale of 1 to 5, how likely are you to go to a new sit-down restaurant? 
Definitely would 
not go 

Probably would 
not go 

Might or might 
not go 

Probably would go Definitely would 
go 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Respondents will then be presented with a randomized list of student names from their course 
and asked the following questions: 
 
On a scale of 1 to 5; Please answer the following questions: 
9) How well do you know this (insert classmates name here in a randomized order) on a scale of 
1 to 5? 
1= Do not know (skip to question 11) 
2= know slightly (go to question 10) 
3= know (go to question 10) 
4= know well (go to question 10) 
5= Know very well (go to question 10) 
 
 
10) How well do you trust (insert classmates name here in a randomized order)?  
1= Do not trust 
2= trust slightly 
3= trust 
4= trust well 
5= Trust very well 
 
11) If the following (insert classmates name here in a randomized order) recommended a candy 
bar, how likely would you be to purchase the candy bar? 
1= Definitely would not purchase  
2= Probably would not purchase  
3= Might or might not purchase 
4= Probably would purchase 
5= Definitely would purchase 
 
12) If the following (insert classmates name here in a randomized order) recommended a 
sandwich, how likely would you be to purchase the sandwich? 
1= Definitely would not purchase  
2= Probably would not purchase  
3= Might or might not purchase 
4= Probably would purchase 
5= Definitely would purchase 
 
13) If the following (insert classmates name here in a randomized order) recommended a 
restaurant, how likely would you be to go eat at the restaurant?  
1= Definitely would not go  
2= Probably would not go  
3= Might or might not go 
4= Probably would go 
5= Definitely would go 
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